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INTRODUCTION  
Traditional	Marketing	Doesn’t	Work	Anymore

The internet has profoundly changed the way business is done. Sixteen years ago, the internet was still in its 
infancy –  Facebook didn’t exist and MySpace had just launched – and businesses tried to reach buyers through 
print advertising, direct mail, TV commercials and other methods. 

Today, consumers and B2B buyers aren’t seeing – and aren’t being persuaded by – “push” tactics like these. 
Instead, they have complete control over what they see, and where, when, and how they see it. As they 
contemplate their challenges/needs and how they’ll solve them, they use online searches and social networks to 
find product reviews and information; to follow industry news, trends, and technology; and to talk with peers 
and professional connections about their product and service experiences. 

In fact, 70% of a B2B buyer’s research is done online before 
reaching out to a potential vendor partner.

Today, 94% of B2B buyers use online search engines to make purchase decisions, making traditional advertising 
strategies nearly obsolete – and certainly ineffective. 

What is Inbound Marketing for Industrials?

WHAT IS INBOUND MARKETING?  
Inbound Marketing is a specific set of marketing tools and processes that recognize:

• Facts.	Today, the Internet is where people do research, look for solutions, search for options and even 
purchase products

• Content	holds	all	the	power.	When prospects are looking for solutions online, you want your business 
to come up high in search engine results. To do that, content must be created in a way that aligns with 
how Google’s algorithms work. When you have content that aligns with your prospects’ searches, Google 
will “present” you to prospects, who will then go to your site. The content on your site and offered 
through your site (in the form of ebooks, tip sheets, blog posts, etc.) must address prospects’ concerns and 
answer their questions

• People	coming	to	your	site	and	showing	interest	in	content	need	to	be	“nurtured.” Landing 
on your site and seeing that you offer content that provides them value isn’t enough: you need a process 
by which all interested visitors (those who provide their contact info in exchange for a piece of content) 
are sent additional offers of related content (that’s what nurturing is, and it happens via email, primarily). 
What you offer them is based primarily on the content and topic(s) they’ve already shown interest in.

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/understanding-todays-b2b-buyer
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/bid/76131/What-Is-Inbound-Marketing
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/bid/113688/tofu-mofu-bofu-serving-up-the-right-content-for-lead-nurturing
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THE INBOUND MARKETING METHODOLOGY  
The inbound methodology starts with attracting the right prospects to your site and ends with efforts to keep 
customers highly satisfied with your company:     

• Attract more high-quality traffic to your website (prospects in need of your solution)

• Convert	site Visitors into Leads by offering valuable content in exchange for contact (and other) 
information

• Qualify	those Leads based on criteria you set 

• Nurture those Leads with additional, relevant content 

• Analyze online activity to optimize all parts of your inbound program

• Close sales by appropriately responding to prospects’ actions/behaviors

• Then, once the Lead is a Customer, inbound marketing should continue to  
Delight	them so they’re easily upsold and will recommend your brand to others 

Let’s look at each of these steps individually:

Attract		

Attracting prospects to your website is accomplished when you publish (in blog posts and content like ebooks, 
guides and tip sheets) relevant, helpful content (answers, information, statistics, points of view, etc.) that 
prospects are actively looking for online as they search for answers to their questions. The type of information a 
prospect is looking for depends on where he/she is in the buyer’s journey, so the range of content offered should 
address each of those steps in the journey: Awareness, Consideration, and Decision. 

Awareness: The prospect knows he has a problem/challenge, but may not even understand the full 
extent or implications involved, so he begins researching the problem online. When he does, he sees potential 
solutions.

learn about the inbound marketing certification

White-Papers vs. eBooks: Which will Attract Your B2B Leads

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/6-ways-for-professional-service-firms-to-attract-more-leads
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/use-the-buyers-journey-to-guide-content-marketing-plans
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/use-the-buyers-journey-to-guide-content-marketing-plans
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/bid/114965/top-10-benefits-of-being-inbound-marketing-certified
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/white-papers-vs.-ebooks-which-is-best-for-you
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Consideration: In this stage, he’s narrowed down the potential solutions to those most aligned with his 
needs and is comparing as a way to learn more about each.

Decision: In this last stage (which is typically the shortest), he’s “kicking the tires” and looking for 
something that tips the scales in one vendor’s favor over the other.

To develop content that addresses prospects’ needs at each stage, you first must create two distinct tools: buyer 
personas and buyer’s journey maps. 

Buyer Personas: To develop an actionable buyer persona, you first must get internal consensus on who 
constitutes your best target; once you’ve determined who it is you want to focus your sales and marketing 
efforts on, you need to develop a deep understanding of that target. It’s not enough to look at basic 
demographics; to effectively market your product, you need to understand him or her in almost obsessive 
detail: responsibilities, reporting relationships, motivations, hurdles, perceptions of your product/industry, 
personality and more. 

Buyer’s Journey Map: Mapping your buyer’s journey adds a critical dimension to your persona that 
allows you to align content (answers) with the prospect’s specific needs (questions) as they go through the 
Awareness, Consideration and Decision stages in the buyer’s journey. Prospects think and behave differently 
in each, and by mapping their journey you’ll answer these questions: 

• What’s the prospect thinking at each stage in the journey? What pressures are motivating him to find a 
solution and what are the criteria he’s using to evaluate them?

• What type of information is needed at each stage? Is it a broad view of the challenge, or greater detail? 
Is it related to performance, price, peer reviews…?

• What terms might the prospect be using in search at each stage?

Attraction Tactics: Once your buyer personas and buyer’s journey are complete, you’ll begin reaching 
those prospects with appropriate content in the Attract phase of the inbound methodology. 

During the Attract phase, content will address basic questions and the needs prospects have as they being 
their search for information related to their challenge. We call this kind of content top-of-the-funnel (ToFu) 
content. 

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/bid/116546/target-personas-a-better-method-for-uncovering-motivations
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/steps-to-mapping-the-buyers-journey-for-inbound-marketing
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=6bc5b23d-c10a-4d46-a8a3-c16bc1d69b49&placement_guid=72893e03-5601-44fb-9782-afe548963bc0&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpGdLupeKk1xmk-I78vESNDnw8M7fiY01_DKl22NotQDOsZW7cmbYaYtHHMzXdRS7qqAilWDZ7f6DGOgq8LWPGw0obUgka8N2ZqqNwABD5V5jUICGHiaaa3CpTKLevDjpipjlpxKYtT5PdxkaC-5WyxTJoiezesJUmgY2wFbl5Ynb3TGIygnzcXj0SAPzvyC7OcFyW-FuA6gVXckTBgQYquYXK6FIJhA4xpET3ekv35i-h1KZ8leJG1pdsz1dRcwkLZUGSgY0RwHxngxRHHDGOZWokh4mvLZxOZMQ0EPQmOpFicrO3U&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=69ea4414-bcaa-493e-b818-564f327c7269&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
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Some examples of ToFu content are:

• blog posts (the most effective attraction device)

• tip sheets

• short videos

• solutions briefs

• and others that provide basic levels of information that help the prospect understand the scope of his 
problem and begin understanding the solutions available

All of these can be promoted to prospects using blogs, social media and email:

• Blogs will be found when the prospect types in a search  
term that relates to your content

• Social media can be used to promote your posts

• You can also email prospects whose address you have

• Within each blog post, you’ll include an offer of additional, related  
content (like tip sheets, solution briefs and more) 

How Many Blog Posts does it Take to See Exponential Traffic Growth?

7 Elements Your Content Needs to Enable Lead Attraction

How Successful Hi-Tech Manufacturers Build Inbound Lead Attraction Plans

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/how-many-blog-posts-does-it-take-to-see-exponential-traffic-growth
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/7-elements-your-content-needs-to-enable-lead-attraction
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/why-hi-tech-equipment-manufacturers-are-the-perfect-fit-for-inbound-marketing
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Convert

Once you’ve attracted visitors to your site, the next step is presenting the visitor a compelling call-to-action  
(or CTA – a graphic button that tells the visitor to click to get a piece of content). When they click on that 
button they’re taken to to a landing page, where they can submit their contact information in exchange for an 
advanced content piece. This is how a Visitor becomes a Lead. 

The convert phase is broken down into three different areas: Qualify, Nurture and Analyze. 

Qualify

Qualifying leads – determining how well suited they are for your products/services/company – is done 
in part by evaluating their actions to determine how to categorize them. Knowing which category they’re 
currently in allows you to send the right content offers (or it may signal that it’s time to reach out directly).

Another method for qualifying is to determine who is a marketing-qualified lead (MQL) and who is a sales-
qualified lead (SQL). Every company defines its MQLs and SQLs using different criteria, but generally an 
MQL is a Lead that fits certain demographic qualifiers (and therefore is ready for being marketed to), and 
an SQL is a Lead who has exhibited interest and fits behavioral qualifiers (and is therefore ready for Sales to 
engage with him).

Nurture

With prospects’ contact information (which they gave you in a landing page form in exchange for a content 
piece) and having put them into specific life stages, you can now nurture them with relevant content – 
sending emails that contain CTAs suggesting additional tip sheets, eBooks, and case studies they might 
be interested in, based on what content they’ve already downloaded and actions they’ve taken. As contacts 
download this more in-depth content, they move further down the marketing funnel, getting closer to 
becoming a Customer.

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/effective-calls-to-action-cta-conversions
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/inbound-lead-qualification-separating-the-princes-from-the-frogs
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=f8bc528b-b39b-4f8f-be36-1916d770b7e2&placement_guid=3635c6e2-6857-452f-be8b-9c97b51c9c36&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpHGFHwhS-Saig8KTLRq1rrBkdw_FG_QYsh7AOyd2HOInN-BEWYa81iux5UF9dO-THwBrcPmyzPQTvQQIOxt-iKvFAOlSiYRswXecpLX_DlXX0N23qMtxeZK0kKEH46KHFKuBp-0Pryxg1ymVZUnCZ3FLosyxJ6WJ1D7d3B2Qyf0IaCqCQKljGRETDeIjOsowrrWfUaV7OSKWi_qL_0z586ItL43WUOo5t_5ByNix-nt5xnJUOSmW6X-8fuLI4eKLuahNgvGvajAkCkXETnHzb6qumCmQJ5-l68D6P5olBVmHmr4BA4&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=7f9870aa-dd71-4b87-9f08-a49e53cef4b9&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
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Why is it important to nurture? 

• Companies that excel at Lead nurturing generate 50% more sales ready leads at 33% lower cost

• Nurtured Leads produce, on average, a 20% increase in sales opportunities versus non-nurtured leads

• Nurtured Leads make 47% larger purchases than non-nurtured leads 

Analyze

The performance of every tactic and action being executed as part of an inbound marketing strategy is 
measured constantly. The data and insights they reveal are used to make modifications that ensure that the 
website, emails, social media, content, content workflows, and more are reaching the right targets at the right 
times with the right messages – in other words, it’s possible to always be ensuring a fully optimized program. 
Metrics are available in real time and through the HubSpot portal, giving all parties visibility into the success 
of the program. 

Close

A strong closing strategy begins with the efficient transfer of Leads from Marketing to Sales (a Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) outlines the proper processes for both teams) at the appropriate time and with action steps 
clearly outlined. Using analytics and lead qualification data, advanced lead scoring helps set priorities for the 
Sales team, indicating which Leads are ready for a conversation and what that conversation should focus on. 

4 Next Steps When You Convert a Great Inbound Lead

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/getting-started-marketing-analytics
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/7-components-of-a-b2b-sales-marketing-service-level-agreement-sla
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/7-components-of-a-b2b-sales-marketing-service-level-agreement-sla
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=8842a12c-2331-4ec8-afde-fdd4fb4d4db8&placement_guid=fff72406-b853-4e73-a8d7-6b618388851e&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpHgmSEi3o-z4EGFUvAgFTND4vBkYQL2ymLbC6tqCIFNJIFqgIrzS9tgait2cfHvXrcMNTu1XoUauQx1BWNnycHH19TLXVeQYJgG3sE6U4DJKPFWwb3fkSjFW6xYA60yKnRjugzfEJy2SIRH-HO7o3Uhi9AiDvpA1ikW1v33JuubhCCJ-2KTbDK_TJWDVScbBCENsbKksNHLZoxCuf7Pc1xW5W_Fwr6H6Aw_CSO4NNVpwlrDTAKBVPtuB63mpEbmNZgGoyE1JFSqPrQsOExONNW6ZoapFe-eH9sJ1G-kZWd8yGKt-I7pEhhHzg_Dqu941E59wQqz&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=2577d2a7-b284-4ee8-bff4-dbef58acf2a5&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=48a01181-2663-459a-8c1c-4b696befdb43&placement_guid=6030dea5-39d2-4304-bbb0-8072a8d825f1&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpFPzOMPBHw3ndD-hegiGERYXYfk7mYKT5gUhHgDLq20iENF9LHDp4h-qiIJ_6ACj9rx51Sxh_JR-PDDBYgwDfBykzJiKic82mb1cnW3AWeiF54nMY6tYyIAIOFJR4qm3aKxUseeIrpWm-he_Urvv6GM-T9GtD0Ntkr5qBxovg9KiC6aHMtMQpExYhwoThJvr_NWlk0u_8VACeN1lKDx2kqq3ct8G6PsbiluPqJ9o6jLKh9zdldhkO7R7SxmX8mwT9GkSKExWKpGg1XtaaHukLE4VyQOQMYiXtmjqra1Mjha-DMfY4GWsBp2jmH6tfLoB-THelvB&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=f7572b9b-8c1f-408c-aa9b-d388c4e1e101&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fweidertgroup.atlassian.net%2Fsecure%2FRapidBoard.jspa%3FrapidView%3D9%26view%3Ddetail%26selectedIssue%3DWGIMKT-1570%26quickFilter%3D149&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1518210709692.1520350916397.46
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Delight

Closing a customer doesn’t mean your job is done. In fact, it’s important to continually provide value to 
existing customers in order to foster referrals and generate new opportunities to upsell. Delighted customers 
become promoters of your brand, helping enhance your Attraction efforts. 

Delighting customers can be done by continuing to:

• Answer their questions. You can send content offers to customers, too, covering topics you know to be 
of interest to them

• Solve their problems. Your Customer Service and Sales teams likely know about struggles the 
customer if facing (overseas competition, contracting labor force) that your Sales team can help 
address with insights and guidance, which might in the form of content

• Help them reach their goals. Just as your teams can help solve problems, they can help them reach 
their productivity and revenue goals, with tips, recommendations, additional products and/or services 
and other methods

• Be enthusiastic. Every customer wants to know that you value their business and that you’re an 
engaged partner eager to help. It’s important that you always present the same enthusiasm and 
appreciation that you did when you first began the relationship 

Although delighting customers is the last step, it’s important and, unfortunately, the most forgotten and 
underutilized part of the methodology. Marketing can play a huge role in your customers’ experiences. 

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/importance-of-customer-centric-marketing
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/importance-of-customer-centric-marketing
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ESSENTIALS OF AN INBOUND  
MARKETING STRATEGY  
Inbound	Starts	with	Your	Website

Your website plays an absolutely critical role in the overall success of your inbound program. It’s your 24/7 
sales tool, with the power to clearly demonstrate why you’re prospects’ best potential partner. Getting your 
site ready to accommodate the different tools and processes of an inbound marketing approach requires some 
modifications to the site, primarily in how it presents offers of content, and how it makes nurturing possible 
(and automatic). Some of the elements involved are discussed below. 

SEO

How do you actually get prospects to your site? It requires aligning your website and all its content (page copy, 
content offers, images and more) with what search engines are looking for when a person types in a search 
related to what you do/offer. The process of developing the most “search friendly” site is called search engine 
optimization, or SEO.  

Search engine optimization (SEO) uses tools and methods to increase the quantity and/ or quality of traffic to a 
website organically (not through paid advertising). SEO is part art, part science, and it’s always evolving because 
search engines are continually modifying the algorithms that determine what sites it will present to a searcher in 
response to his or her query. If you want to really dig into how SEO is done, check out our SEO Survival Guide. 
It will give you all the inside information you need to know to make your site seen and preferred by Google.

https://www.weidert.com/seo-survival-guide
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Blogging

Of all the methods inbound marketers use to attract visitors to their sites, blogging will make the biggest impact. 
Regularly blogging with smart, valuable content improves your company’s visibility because they’re shared and 
promoted across the web (something Google likes to see), and they’re considered “indexed pages” of high quality 
content (the more you have, the more Google values your site). In addition, a blog is a great way to establish a 
manufacturer’s credibility as a thought leader within their industry. Here are some of the most telling statistics 
about blogging:

• Internet users in the U.S. spend 3x more time reading blogs than they do on email

• 57% of companies with a blog have acquired a customer from their blog

• Businesses that have 401-1000 indexed web pages get 6x more leads than those with 51-100 pages. 
And, once a site has over 300 indexed pages, traffic generation increases by 236% 

• The average company that blogs gets 97% more inbound links

Blogs generally cover a topic in a fairly basic way, ideal for prospects in the Awareness stage (just beginning to 
learn more about possible solutions). When there’s a CTA button somewhere in the post, blogs are very effective 
in leading readers to a piece of content (related to the topic of the blog posts, usually) that answers more of their 
questions. Once they click on that CTA, get to a landing page for the content and fill out the form to get the 
download, they’re a Lead.

Advanced	Content

Why does advanced content need a place in your inbound marketing program? The simplest answer is because 
it’s what allows you to convert Visitors to Leads. 

Here’s how it works: you insert a CTA that offers a free guide at the bottom of a blog post; the reader clicks on it 
to learn more about the content piece; he’s taken to a landing page where the guide is explained in basic detail; 
to get his free copy, he must fill out a form that gives you (among other things) his email address. Now you 
have a way to nurture him with additional content – content that continues to demonstrate your expertise. An 
example of a content piece that would get a facilities manager’s attention (and give you his contact information) 
would be a 4-page guide titled, “3 Simple Steps That Will Reduce Your Downtime by 22%.”

Another benefit of creating advanced content is that the more you double down on a topic, the more of a 
thought leader you become. 

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/how-and-why-to-become-an-industry-thought-leader
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/what-the-heck-is-advanced-content
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/how-and-why-to-become-an-industry-thought-leader
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Video

It’s estimated that video traffic will make up roughly 80% of consumer Internet traffic by 2021! Plain and 
simple, there’s no better time than now to use video as part of your inbound marketing strategy.

Industrials have success using these types of videos:

• Explainer.	This type of video provides an overview of a concept, process, product, service...anything that 
prospects want to know more about. While you can also write content that explains the topic, video is 
often far more engaging

• Testimonial.	Testimonials from customers telling your prospects how well your product works (increased 
productivity, reduced downtime, simple maintenance, etc.) is more powerful than you telling prospects 
the same thing – it’s a peer and in that way has added credibility

• Tour.	Often a plant tour is what sells a customer on the potential vendor, and you can get to that 
point in the relationship more quickly when you provide a tour of your facility, highlighting your ISO 
certifications or other compliance

• Demonstration.	Side-by-side comparisons with a competitor’s product, run-through of a product’s 
functionality, a video showing how to perform simple maintenance...all of these and more make great 
video content prospects will get value from

Social	Media

Though most industrials are under the impression that their audience isn’t on social media, that’s simply 
not true. However, when it comes to choosing which social networks to promote your content on, some 
are more effective for manufacturers than others. For example, Facebook is best used in promoting a 
manufacturer’s culture as a way to aid in recruiting but is not effective in generating leads. LinkedIn, on 
the other hand, has been shown to be very effective as an engagement tool and a platform to present and 
offer content. An inbound marketing plan will include a social media strategy designed to identify the most 
appropriate and effect channels, along with the recommended frequency and subjects.

learn more about the case for video here!

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/reasons-industrial-manufacturers-need-a-facebook-page
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/reasons-industrial-manufacturers-need-a-facebook-page
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=00b2bb17-83ae-4778-9474-fddc1e8421f6&placement_guid=ae4c48c0-a654-41c2-9b28-b33d6a980b35&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpFwJG7L4WNDHjZb2uo7trQvK9oyp2t3zsfqrieQ0kIyfVOYoOytuE9QFbjSnrQjyUn5fbaqOKNNio0omU0MGz5JqLGDbRmFLSfWadUh3yk--TVmJQSa2lDzC-D7D1yi_G1pS6tSQCjpc6m8UwJ6Unj-A2Y-jZF1CAnvV_4O4XNzEH33juiStPeLlYgpd9Ip_cDyi16sf7OSQ2hB4JKzic_3ivADW5ARKZJSU4iAJs5vXYrWjgX95ZRSXQ1ViiRgtVklxNTyYEzf1wE5lmMcJcg-k7a7bQpWZ7RbU_Dau4jbzC2iDwKQUWev27KIW5M1UI7elVcpV8iEeaA4hXqYOdDtfh7XF5SVQ8xp-X6LTKwwjvxdtrWabSotKBJlRz3lBGjsHvLx&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=a21cf908-04eb-4bc8-adc9-a93ba88e2403&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
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Paid	Media

Digital advertising is essentially an outbound (“push”) tactic, but can be leveraged to accelerate results you’ll 
see from your inbound tactics. Because Google sees how much content you’re publishing (and rewards 
you more the more you have – and more frequently you publish), it may take a few months before you get 
maximum traction. In the meantime, some companies  place Google ads to increase their visibility. The 
click-thrus from those ads can get prospects to your content as you’re waiting for organic traffic to build.  

Email

A well-crafted email marketing strategy outlines what prospects get which emails when, and what those 
emails promote. Email marketing allows you to promote new blog articles to blog subscribers and new 
advanced content pieces to those who have opted into email communications. Detailed workflows determine 
which prospects get which content, in what sequence and how often. 

Marketing	&	Sales	Alignment

Once you’ve implemented the components we’ve discussed above, leads will start rolling in – then what? It’s 
important that your Marketing and Sales teams are working towards the same goals, with the same set of 
action steps dictating how Leads are handled once they’re in your system. A Marketing & Sales Alignment 
(SLA) establishes and holds each team accountable for all of this. 

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) breaks down the complex B2B process of inbound lead generation and 
sales so that everyone involved in business development has a clear and deliberate plan. No more unknown 
or assumed expectations between departments or team members, no more wasted effort in pursuing low-
value leads, and no more process confusion. 

https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/how-does-paid-media-fit-in-an-inbound-program
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/how-does-paid-media-fit-in-an-inbound-program
https://www.weidert.com/whole_brain_marketing_blog/the-elements-of-a-sales-and-marketing-service-level-agreement-video
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=61a4424d-9585-42b3-b654-9bd1e77cced0&placement_guid=5bb470c3-f9b6-4eb6-9c54-e04c9ff6df57&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpHL_KrEJSYYRdp80VoEH19cp7PIdmT--rAq3kIs9t-fRgC6f35Mmiuxzu_L8mfHA7Db5oOsBRL2iaCklsSZr1CGtqZUaV2C5nojjgUv8iQ6z52FV9qOHtdTsot7ram4p8w7FUpJxjAwek88FPvfJ7vkn3Tc4QJYxvLh4gbchPkAM37khw4fmwqaTcni4WnN0cEZduUVePqOt3aWu3cAgfMwKuuu13MZMXoftWLBlA--PWMF5Bh_5fACzJ3MIto3eMwDzN81fRmo-NCTt621LNSSYMlCH5xz0TswJYCbLbQkMCXQ2jI&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=2e143cd2-5d0a-43a3-8e0d-08d501a2c097&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
https://www.weidert.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=0917fa89-b0b0-4604-8fda-aa225b1635aa&placement_guid=fa7ebc55-cd75-4963-bd4d-b5dd480fa1f6&portal_id=65360&redirect_url=APefjpEmojcIsjlLxtMshgbxrjQmVJ0-U571ZdugnJvkbaWS03HgBPjpN1T7gEC4S1prrjiet1w84TPmfaX10gaRSNKI__LTl1Wi5_Ge5Hq9LotG88O3ezys_GB4VN5SbU2Z_DTP6FT-9-8gLyrEZt49hZm3wkjKAVyOdF56GY5SosKhQZPAik2_wxkKA6gMzv77bE1Uuw0CtxtF49-fPUD1npmby36uRLa_wlIeGxLeFQoVj5GhkIhHEgJUw-dV5jWwPz7Gbpg07NZNmZ5KrzsspozuF4Me8PqDUCiaaqrH44NVoeiAKOJphu9a-6MrYiomU9-Rf7iYb3KRF9o9HzYm3uZFVK7h-A&hsutk=109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidert.com%2Finbound-marketing-for-industrial-manufacturers&click=fe0bb16c-ff1a-4e2e-adb6-d858cf5cd1ca&pageId=5644875824&__hstc=144543722.109bbd1be4ac5cd584f3f4ab78864ab4.1455738473456.1521841584693.1522088605982.48&__hssc=144543722.2.1522088605982&__hsfp=3183743550
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WHAT A COMPREHENSIVE INBOUND MARKETING 
STRATEGY LOOKS LIKE   

Case	Study:	Fisher	Tank	Co.

Though inbound marketing is a relatively new concept to manufacturers, there are major success stories within 
the industry. One of these is Fisher Tank Company.      

Fisher Tank Company has been serving the above ground storage tank industry for more than 65 years and is 
one of the leading full-service welded steel tank fabricators and constructors in the country. With locations in 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Alabama, Fisher serves a variety of industries including: ethanol & biodiesel, 
fire protection, industrial, municipal, petroleum refining, pulp & paper, terminals, water & waste treatment,  
and more.      

Before Inbound Marketing      

Before Fisher Tank started employing inbound marketing tactics, they had no social media presence, no blog, 
and no engaging content, leaving little room for conversion opportunities. Their website appeared dated and the 
stale look and information detracted from Fisher Tank’s credibility.

Inbound Marketing Plan

Weidert Group was engaged to overhaul their site’s design, SEO, and content. The new site design added a more 
professional look and improved navigation. In addition, Weidert Group added a blog, social media integration, 
testimonials, and calls-to-action as key elements of an inbound-ready approach.

The Results              

Just 12 weeks after launching their new and improved site and blog, Fisher Tank was already seeing impressive 
results. Thanks to their inbound marketing efforts, Fisher Tank added $3.4 million in new qualified sales 
opportunities to their sales pipeline!
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weidert.com

Inbound marketing works for industrial manufacturers and the businesses 
that serve them. Period. We’d love to share the evidence and learn 
more about what you do. Contact	Nicole	today	to	learn	more! 

Nicole	Mertes 

Director of Business Development  
920-731-2771 ext. 222

nmertes@weidert.com 

https://www.weidert.com/

